Below are 2 emails from Michael Roberts of Rexxfield to Ed Magedson’s Attorney Maria
Speth in Phoenix Arizona.
Roberts wants $105,000 euros (tens of thousands more in American Dollars)
Roberts is also asking for immunity for himself and the originator of the so called
technique / in some places they call it “the cool technique” .. we call it the HACK, so
did Fox News.
See below the 2 short emails – Michael Roberts attached a contract to Ed Magedson’s
attorney.
I believe this would be called attempted extortion. What do you think?
==============================================
-----Original Message----From: MRR777 [mailto:mrr777@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 1:35 PM
To: Maria Crimi Speth
Cc: Chris Wesser; Lawrence Semenza
Subject: Draft agreement
G'day Maria,
I am not sure if Chris told you, but I only have a very short window to effect this
deal.
Please see attached, feel free to word-smith it as I am half asleep. I am going to bed
soon so respond quickly if you want to wrap this up. If acceptable, sign and fax to
me at 314-237-4976 and if Chris doesn't mind, scan and email to both of us also.
Once Larry confirms receipt of funds we'll get this hole plugged before sunup
tomorrow if your team wants to stay up.
CBS & Fox are both spooling up for a story on the "exploiters", I'll intro you to the
producers if you desire. If you move quick you can probably have all their
"customers" dispute their PayPal and credit cards, I think their contract has a 90
guarantee.
Mike
===============================================
-----Original Message----From: mr.green@6ixth-estate.org [mailto:mr.green@6ixth-estate.org]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:47 AM
To: info@jaburgwilk.com; abuse@jaburgwilk.com; admin@jaburgwilk.com;
contact@jaburgwilk.com; mcs@jaburgwilk.com; abuse@jaburgwilk.com; Morris,
Donald E.
Subject: RipOffReport

Dear Mr. Morris,
I have cc'd RipOff's law firm for expedience as my moretorium to do this deal has all
but expired. Let me make it simple:
(1) The Russian's have offered €105,000 for the tech
(2) I hate russians
(3) I personally don't want Russians knowing who I am or that I could potentially
double deal.
(a) My associate doesn't care about what I am worried about
(4) If I burn the tech, then I have nothing to worry about, Russians move on.
(5) Once again, my associate doesn't care.
Terms:
There is no Demo; the only security they have is that the funds would be held in
your trust account until demonstrated. If they turn it down they will NEVER find it
unless the people who are makiing close to $100K a week volutarily give the
info. One client supposedly paid $32K last week alone.
If they will not NOINDEX, then I will accept €105,000 for the tech an be done with
it. But we must move now so I can show my associate your trust account balance
and the signed agreement including mutual NDA (this deal never happened ;)
D
=============================

Below: Attached Document From Michaels Roberts’ sent to Ed
Magedson’s Attorney Maria Speth
Agreement between Michael Roberts and Xcentric Ventures LLC.
1. Michael Roberts ("SELLER") possesses certain knowledge about a system or method
including source code and documentation (collectively "solution") to cause web
pages on the website www.ripoffreport.com ("ROR") to be pushed down or reduced
in ranking ("buried" or "bury") to position 256 or lower in Google search engine
results.
2. SELLER also possesses knowledge, as to how to render the solution 100%
ineffective against ROR in as little as 24 business hours.
3. SELLER has knowledge as to the CREATORS of the solution ("CREATORS").
4. SELLER has knowledge as to certain individuals who are exploiting ("EXPLOITERS")
the solution in order to charge individuals and businesses money to have their

respective ROR complaints buried below position 256 in Google search engine
results.
5. Whereas, Excentric Ventures, LLC. ("BUYER") desires to purchase the above
information and knowledge about the solution from SELLER.
Conditions of agreement:
6. BUYER will in good faith hold the CREATORS harmless for their involvement in
developing the solution as long as CREATORS cooperate as reasonably requested by
BUYER in any legal action BUYER may take against the EXPLOITERS; and if
applicable any criminal investigations that may be instigated by authorities against
EXPLOITERS.
7. BUYER will hold harmless and indemnify SELLER and his agents against any legal
action related to the solution or this agreement.
8. BUYER will not disclose the details of this agreement or SELLER'S involvement
under any circumstances and acknowledges that a breach of this condition would
cause the SELLER irreparable financial, and reputational harm.
9. SELLER will cooperate with BUYER as reasonably required to assist in any legal
action against EXPLOITERS.
10. BUYER will transfer the full purchase price of €105,000.00 converted to US Dollars
per the published rate on www.xe.com at the time of execution to:
Lawrence J. Semenza, Ltd Trust Account
Nevada State Bank
4170 S. Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89119
United States of America

Routing Number: 122400779
Account Number: 055201631

11. Immediately upon receipt of cleared funds to the above trust account, SELLER will then
electronically deliver to BUYER the following:
a. The source code for the exploit and all documentation.
b. The information and technique required for positively identifying most, if not all
ROR pages that have been buried by the solution in the last four (4) years and to
remedy the effects.
c. The method required to render the solution ineffective.
d. The identity of the primary CREATOR and all information on hand for his/her coCREATOR.
e. The identity of the EXPLOITERS.
f.

The identity of at least two other victims of the EXPLOITERS who may and their sole
discretion assist BUYER in pursuing civil and criminal actions against EXPLOITERS.

12. Upon delivery and proof of the existence and efficacy of the solution, Mr. Semenza is
authorized to disburse the purchase fees to SELLER without delay.
13. need standard two counterparts clause here......

